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Obscured by the fog that covers
tlae North Pacific-front, a grim
struggle is going on for the island
highway that links North America
and Asia.
The 180th meridian divides .the
Eastern and Western Hemispheres
and the Japanese and United States
forces with geometric neatness .
The Japanese advance base is at '!
Kiska- The furthest west United ~
States base, so far as known, is in
the Andreanof Island group . The
east-west meridian almost exactly
separates themThis "front" is a mid-link in the
chain of islands stretching from the
Alaskan mainiand,to Japan proper
.
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Attu aiid Paramush2ru, northern"
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from 50 to 55 degrees north "latitude,
and stretches for 10 degrees on
either side. of "the line;'r °Here._ is
v'here the wax for cronttol of the
pacific isl-and` .highway is being
waged this spring.
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(Attu) islands.
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